Section 1. OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION
The software described in this report is designed for processing of potential-field (gravity and magnetic) data on an IBM-compatible personal computer running the DOS operating system. The software requires that the computer have a full 640 kbytes of memory and a math coprocessor. A 386,486, or Pentium processor; an SVGA graphics adaptor, and a large hard disk are recommended. The software is essentially that published as version 2.0 (Cordell and others, 1992) , as upgraded to versions 2.1 (Phillips and others, 1993) and 2.11 (Grauch and others, 1993) , with several additions and improvements. The text of Cordell and others (1992) is included both as plain text (\PF\HELP\DOCUMENT.TXT) and as a WordPerfect 5.1 document file (\PF\HELP\DOCUMENT.WPS). We are designating the current software as version 2.2.
The software is currently available only as downloadable files from a USGS FTP site. We hope to release the software on a DDS-series CD-ROM in the near future. To download the software, you must either login to our anonymous ftp server over the Internet, or use a web browser. The address of the ftp server is musette.cr.usgs.gov [136.177.80 .14]. Login as "anonymous" using any password, then go to the pub/pf directory using the "cd" command. Alternatively use a web browser to go to ftp://musette.cr.usgs.gov/pub/pf. The software is contained in three self-extracting archive files. Pf22bin.exe is a 10-megabyte DOS-executable file containing the basic software package in the form of binary executables, ASCII documentation files, and test data files. Pf22src.exe is a 4-megabyte file containing the optional source code files. Pf22bndy.exe is a 2-megabyte file containing the optional state boundary files used by program CONTOUR. Download the files you want to the top (\) directory of the local hard disk drive (drive C:) on your PC. Delete or rename any existing \PF directory structure on the hard drive then execute the files to create the new \PF directory and its subdirectories.
Sections. BACKGROUND The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began developing software for reduction and interpretation of potential-field geophysical data shortly after we pioneered the airborne magnetometer in the late 1940's. Originally, each scientist wrote his or her own software, following his or her own unique format. In 1971 we established a standardized binary format for grid, line, and point data, thereafter allowing programs developed by many scientists to be shared. The result was a pool of constantly evolving software representing, over time, a combined effort which could not be duplicated without substantial cost in research, development, and mistakes.
Recognizing this software system to be a potentially valuable resource, we provide the system for implementation on personal computers. Personal computers are widely available worldwide and provide a good medium for training and technology transfer, even if the software will eventually be installed on a larger computer or modified. Although many of these programs have been in use for some time on various types of computers, some are new and have not been completely exercised and tested.
Many of the programs have been released in earlier versions of the package (Godson and Mall, 1989; Cordell and others, 1992; Phillips and others, 1993; Grauch and others, 1993) . Version 2.0 of the system (Cordell and others, 1992) represented a major consolidation and upgrade. This version (2.2) comprises version 2.0 with updates and additional programs. Some program bugs have been repaired, but others no doubt remain, and new programs are continually being developed. We plan to release upgrades 2.3, 2.4... in due course. In this spirit, we ask that users please report errors and malfunctions to the author. The address is: Jeffrey D. Phillips U.S. Geological Survey Box 25046 Federal Center MS-964 Denver CO 80225 USA email: jeff@musette.cr.usgs.gov
The programs on this CD-ROM are not subject to copyright and can therefore be freely copied, distributed, and modified, although the official version can only be obtained through USGS Information Services. Authorship of the larger programs is indicated in the help files and source code. However, many programs have been subsequently modified by others. Names of authors of well-known algorithms and full citations are included in the help files for identification of the algorithms. Section 4. DATA FORMATS Three data types are recognized: grid, line, and point. In addition, two image formats are used. Normally data are kept in binary format. Programs are included to translate from binary to ASCII and vice versa.
GRID DATA: (Referred to as "standard file" in some of the programs.)
Gridded input to and output from all the programs are in standardized binary grid format, often with file-name suffix ".grd". This format originally accommodated generalized, nongridded data, and complex numbers as well. Vestiges of this structure remain in some of the older programs, but it has not generally been maintained. Currently, the standard grid applies only to real-valued scalar data in rectangular cells. Some programs require square grid cells. The grid file consists of a header record followed by one record for each row of data. Row 1 is the first row stored. Origin is in the lower left (southwest) corner, starting at row 1, column 1. Row numbers increase upward (northward); column numbers increase to the right (eastward).
Basic header record (23 4-byte words):
id: 56 ASCII characters of identification (character*56). pgm: 8 ASCII characters identifying creating program (not all programs add this information); character*8. ncol: number of columns (integer*4). nrow: number of rows (integer*4). nz: number of words per data element. Normally nz = 1 (integer*4). xO: position of first column of data, for example, in kilometers or degrees of longitude (real*4). dx: delta x, spacing interval of columns, normally in the same units as xO (real*4). yO: position of first row of data (real*4). dy: delta y, spacing interval of rows, normally in the same units as yO (real*4).
Optional parameters appended to the header record (3 4-byte words): iproj: projection code (integer*4). cmdeg: central meridian for the projection in decimal degrees (real*4). bldeg: base latitude for the projection in decimal degrees (real*4).
Data record. Each data record contains one row of scalar, real-valued data. The first word should contain the row coordinate, but in most programs this plan is not used. Subsequent words contain data: f(l,j), f(2,j)...f(ncol,j), for the j-th row of data. As an example of Fortran grid io: read or write (..) id,pgm,ncol,nrow,nz,xO,dx,yO,dy do 10j=l,nrow 10 read or write (..) y,(f(i,j),i=l,ncol) All grids are rectangular. Areas within the grid containing no data are flagged by dummy values (DVALs). Most of the programs check these flags for no-data areas and these areas are masked in contouring and other graphics programs. DVALs are identified by a very large number; usually l.OE+38. LINE AND POINT DATA: In some programs (WERNER, PROFGRD, for example) equi-spaced profile data are treated as a one-row grid. In general, however, both line (such as flight-line) and scattered-point data (such as gravity stations) are handled by the same binary file, referred to in the programs as a post file, often with file-name suffix ".pos" or ".pst". Some inconsistency exists internally among individual programs regarding record-item nomenclature. Here, and as described in the help files, consider the post file to be a binary file containing, for each data point, an identification, the x-and y-coordinates, and six independent variables, sometimes referred to as channels.
Programs listed in the TOPICAL PROGRAM LIST (Section 9) under the heading MAD (stands for "manipulating aeromagnetic data") FILE UTILITIES perform utility operations with post files. Post files have no header. The fields of each record are as follows:
id: Identification of the data point, such as line number for profile or flight-line data, or station number for gravity data. Any eight ASCII characters (character*8) can be used. In the case of flight-line data, the cardinal and intermediate flight directions can be indicated by two-letter code after the line number, for example, "L100NW ". See help file for MAD programs. x: the x-coordinate, normally decimal degrees of longitude or projected easting in kilometers (real*4). y: the y-coordinate, normally decimal degrees of latitude or projected northing in kilometers (real*4). fl,f2,...f6: Six dependent variables, each real*4. Some can be dummies. With gravity data, the sequence convention is as follows: free-air anomaly; Bouguer anomaly including sum of inner and outer zone terrain corrections, if listed in fields 4 and 5, below; elevation in feet or meters; inner zone terrain correction; outer zone terrain correction; and observed gravity in milligals minus 980000.0. With magnetic data, the fields occurring after the eight-character id, x and y location values are: total field residual (geomagnetic reference field removed); total field; height above terrain (meters); barometric altitude (meters); fiducial number; and year and Julian day in format XX.XXX.
As an example, input and output of post files can be stated in Fortran as: character*8 id real*4 x,y,f(6) read or write (..) id,x,y,f XYZ POINT DATA: Referred to in the programs as "xyz" data, which may be either ASCII or binary, z being the independent variable in terms of two-dimensional (normally map) coordinates x (east) and y (north). (Livo, 1990) . Grids can be converted to REMAPP images by using the program GRDREM. The IMVIS display program uses a modified PDS (Planetary Data System) image format. Grids can be converted to PDS graytone images by using the GRD2IMG batch program, to color shaded-relief PDS images by using the CSR, CSRHIST, CSRCON, or CSRZERO batch programs, or to color edgeenhanced PDS images by using the CEDGE batch program. The delimiters need not be given on separate lines. Note that all character parameters, such as file names, are enclosed in single quotes. Many programs will ask for required parameters not given by the command file; the documentation usually states which parameters these are. Some programs (FFTFIL, GRAVPOLY, and MAGPOLY) also require information on lines before or after the delimiters.
Interactive programs generally follow a set of rules:
1. Items inside brackets correspond to the default response and will be used by the program if <Enter> is pressed. For example, by pressing <Enter> in answer to the question that follows, the program will next ask for a constant value instead of a second input file.
Alternatively, you could enter the name of a grid file. If the program was compiled using the new IOSYS routines, then a third possible response would be "mu", which means "I am done with this question", or "go back to the previous question".
2. If the program is asking for a file name or format, try a carriage return to use the default or bypass the question.
3. If the program is asking for a function or command file and the proper answer is unclear, try typing h or help. (One notable exception is program UTILITY, which uses h for another function. In this case, when asked for a function, type a wild character, such as ?, and you will get a list of available functions.)
4. If the program is asking for an option that is an integer, try typing 0 or 999 to get a list of options, or -1 to indicate you are done with the question.
5. Use <Ctrl-C> to break out of a program. If you break out of a program in graphics mode, you must type the DOS command "MODE CO80" to restore the screen to 80 column text mode.
Batch file programs require that all parameters be entered on the command line; to see a list of the required parameters you can invoke the batch file program with no parameters. See the program help (.hip) files.
A menu system is supplied for accessing the potential-field programs. Once the programs are installed (see Section 1. OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION), the menu system can be started by typing PFMENU at the command line and pressing the <Enter> key. The menu system assumes that the directory containing the executable programs is in the user's PATH, and it uses the DOS editor EDIT to edit command files for programs requiring them. Each level of the menu contains a HELP option for accessing the help files and a DOS option for temporarily exiting to DOS. The menu system can be modified or customized (to add additional programs, for example) by modifying the file PFMENU.DAT in the \PF\BIN directory (see the help file for GSMENU for details). You may find that some of the larger programs, like CONTOUR and DISPLAY, may require too much memory to execute from within the menu system, especially if you have memory-resident software installed.
Section 6. ONLINE HELP AND TEST DATA ONLINE HELP: A help file is provided for each program. The help file for a particular program can be viewed a page at a time by using the PFHELP facility. To obtain help, type "pfhelp <program_name>", for example:
If PFHELP is invoked without the optional program name, a scrollable list of program names is displayed, with instructions for selecting a program from the list. To exit help for a particular program and return to the scrollable list, type the <Esc> key. To exit PFHELP entirely, type the <Esc> key again.
Several help files contain lists of programs and functions. These have names starting with the numeral 1, and are displayed at the beginning of the scrollable list.
TEST DATA: Command files for some of the major programs, and test data sets, are provided in the \PF\TEST directory. To see a list of programs having test materials, type:
PFHELP TESTDATA Section?. COMPILATION Most of the programs were compiled under the Microsoft MS-DOS operating system using Microsoft Fortran versions 5.0 and 5.1 and were linked with the large Fortran memory module containing inline, floating-point instructions (LLIBFOR7.LIB). Most C programs were compiled using Microsoft C/C++ version 7.0. Supplied executable code will run only on computers having a math coprocessor (8087, 80287, 386DX, 486DX, or Pentium). The following sequence suggests how the programs could be recompiled, if required, under DOS with MS Fortran 5.1 and MS C/C++ 7.0 or Visual C/C++ 1.5 compilers:
I. Download and execute the pf22src.exe file to install all the source code files on the hard disk.
n. Make the plot library and compile all programs that use graphics. This can be done in one step by means of the MS Fortran "NMAKE" command, using the file MAKEPLOT.51 (for MS Fortran version 5.1) provided in the \PF\SOURCE directory. For example:
CD \PF\SOURCE NMAKE MAKEPLOT.51
Programs using graphics that can be compiled, along with the plot library, by the NMAKE procedure are: 
Section 9. TOPICAL LIST OF PROGRAMS
Note: programs in square brackets are not accessible from PFMENU under the specified category, either due to space limitations (in which case they usually appear elsewhere), or because they are intended to be only for internal use by other programs.
GRID & MAGE DISPLAY
ADDSCALE add an intensity scale bar to the right side of a grid file in preparation for converting the grid to an image.
CONTOUR general purpose contouring and map generation program (uses a command file).
DETOUR contouring of post and xyz data using Delaunay tessellation.
DETOURG contouring of gridded data using Delaunay tessellation.
DISPLAY REMAPP image display.
EXAMPLE demonstrates use of the plot system. FIXHPGL removes blanks from HPGL plot files produced by the plot system so that they can be imported into some word processor programs as graphics images.
GEOCON R.E. Godson's projection, gridding, contouring, shading package (uses command files and takes about 595K RAM).
GRDREM convert grid to REMAPP image, for viewing with program DISPLAY.
[HISTNORM] stretches the values in a grid to produce a uniform distribution.
[IMVffiW] PDS image display IMVIS PDS image display.
[SPLITS] quantize a grid into 3 specified levels for display.
[SPLFT_N] quantize a grid into N equispaced levels for display.
ZOCZC Stan Wybraniec's color-shaded relief display program for grids.
PDS IMAGE GENERATION
ADDPAL add palette information to a PDS image label file.
ADDPROJ add projection and overlay information to a PDS image label file.
[ADDSCALE] add an intensity scale bar to the right side of a grid file in preparation for converting the grid to an image.
CDIP2RAW converts output of LOCDEP to a REORDER input file.
CEDGE generates a color edge-enhanced PDS image from two grids (batch file).
[CEE] generates RGB color edge-enhanced grids.
[CSHADE] generates RGB color shaded-relief grids.
CSR generates a continuous-tone color shaded-relief (CSR) PDS image from two grids (batch file).
CSRHIST generates a continuous-tone CSR PDS image with histogram-normalized color levels (batch file).
CSRCON generates a CSR PDS image with distinct color contour bands (batch file).
CSRZERO generates a CSR PDS image with a "coastline" (batch file).
DEP2RAW converts output of ASDEP or HDEP to a REORDER input file.
DIP2RAW converts output of LOCDEP to a REORDER input file.
GRD2IMG generates a graytone PDS image from a grid (batch file).
GRD2SIMG generates a graytone PDS image with a specified linear stretch from a grid (batch file).
GS2RAW
converts a GSMAP ascii file to a REORDER input file.
HISTNORM stretches the values in a grid to produce a uniform distribution.
LBL2PCX
converts a 256-color PDS image to a .PCX image file.
[MAKELBL] make a label for a PDS image. PCX2LBL converts a .PCX image file to a PDS image.
PROX2RAW converts a PROFILEX coordinate file to a .RAW file for input to REORDER (batch file). Allows plotting of profile locations as a vector overlay on IMVIS images.
[RAINBOW] generates continuous-tone red, green, blue density slice grids.
[RAINCON] generates 15-level red, green, blue density slice grids.
RAINPAL make a simple color pallette file for a PDS image.
[RAINZERO] generates red, green, blue density slice grids with a coastline.
RAW2GEO converts a .RAW file of digitized geologic contacts along a profile from IMVIS into an input file for XYZ2GEO (batch file).
[RAW2XYZ] converts a .RAW digitized file into an .xyz file for use by RAW2GEO.
[REDUCE] generates a PDS image from output of RSG3.
[REM2DAT] convert a REMAPP image into a PDS image file.
REORDER generate binary line overlays for PDS images from .RAW files
[RSG3] converts three (red, green, blue) REMAPP images to an input file for REDUCE.
[SHADE] generates a shaded-relief grid from output of NORMAL TGA2LBL generates a PDS image from a Targa (.TGA) screen-capture file.
TGA2PCX generates a .PCX image file from a Targa screen-capture file and a palette file.
[VECTA2B] generate binary line overlays for PDS images from .RAW files.
[VECTB2A] generate .RAW files from binary line overlays for PDS images.
XYZ2GEO converts an xyz file from RAW2GEO into a geology file for PDEPTH.
XYZ2GRF converts an unprotected binary xyz file into a .GRF file for overlaying symbols on IMVIS images.
ZEROPAL make a color pallette file with a coastline for a PDS image.
REMAPP IMAGE GENERATION
ADDSCALE add an intensity scale bar to the right side of a grid file in preparation for converting the grid to an image. DISPLAY REMAPP image display.
HIST generates a histogram of a REMAPP image file.
[NORMAL] produce grids of three unit normal vectors from a grid, used for shaded-relief imaging.
PMASK makes a point mask for a REMAPP image file.
REMENU menu acess to REMAPP software package (not included).
REMHELP view help files for the REMAPP software package (not included).
REMSHADE use NORMAL and GRDREM to generate REMAPP images for shaded relief (batch file).
SPLIT3
quantize a grid into 3 specified levels for display.
SPLIT_N quantize a grid into N equispaced levels for display.
STRETCH stretches the shades in a REMAPP image file for better contrast.
GRID SPATIAL FILTERING & CONTINUATION AVER2D
fast lowpass filtering of grid data by averaging operator.
BOXFILT fast lowpass filtering by rectangular (boxcar) averaging.
CHESS level-to-drape (and approximate drape-to-level or drape-to-drape) potential-field continuation by the Cordell-Hildenbrand chessboard method. DRAPE generate a draping surface grid from a topography grid based on a minimum terrain clearance and a maximum rate-of-climb.
GRADIENT uses first differences to generate a grid containing the magnitude of the horizontal gradient. See alternate GRADXYH.
GRADXYH uses splines to compute x(east)-and y(north)-derivative grids, and a horizontal gradent magnitude grid (batch file). See alternate GRADIENT.
[HGRAD] calculate horizontal gradient magnitude from x-and y-derivative grids.
MEDMLT median filter applied to a grid.
[NORMAL] produces grids of three unit normal vectors from a grid, used for shaded-relief imaging.
[SP_X] uses splines to compute the x(east)-derivative of a grid. SPIKE remove spikes from a grid.
SURFTT fit surfaces of up to 19th order to input grid using orthogonal polynomials.
TAYLOR arbitrary-surface potential-field continuation by Cordell-Grauch Taylor's series method (uses a command file).
TERRACE terrace grids by Cordell-McCafferty-Phillips method (batch file).
VERTINT first vertical integral of a prepped grid (batch file).
EQUIVALENT SOURCE CONTINUATION ADDGRD performs point-by-point arithmetic operations (+,-,*/, mask) between two grids of equal size. Use to get residual field and to restore holes. DRAPE generate a draping surface grid from a topography grid based on a minimum terrain clearance and a maximum rate-of-climb.
ESMAG generate equivalent dipole sources on the topography to fit the XIAM residual magnetic field.
ESM_FWD calculate the magnetic field of ESMAG equivalent dipole sources on an arbitrary surface. Normally this would be added to the XIAM_FWD calculated field on the same surface.
IGRFPT get components of the geomagnetic reference field at a specified location and date.
PLUGGRID regrid to plug holes prior to XIAG or XIAM (batch file).
XIAG generate an equivalent density source layer to fit an observed gravity field on a surface using the method of Xia and others (1993).
XIAG_FWD calculate the gravity field of the XIAG equivalent source distribution on an arbitrary surface.
XIAM generate an equivalent magnetization source layer to fit an observed magnetic field on a surface using the method of Xia and others (1993 COMPSURF compares values in overlap areas of two grids to determine a planar surface to remove from one grid prior to merging. DRAPE generate a draping surface grid from a topography grid based on a minimum terrain clearance and a maximum rate-of-climb. GMERGE puts multiple input grids into one output grid with no interpolation. See JIGSAW, TILT, UTILITY.
IGRFGRID International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) calculated on either a draped or constant-elevation surface grid.
INSERT inserts a subgrid into a master grid.
JIGSAW trims boundaries of the data area in a grid to a specified polygon (uses a command file).
JMERGER merges two overlapping grids by spline-weighted interpolation (batch file).
See alternate program TMERGER.
[JMRG] merges two registered (small) grids by spline-weighted interpolation. Used by JMERGER.
MAGMRG merges two grids by 1-D cubic-spline interpolation in E-W or N-S directions. See JMERGER, TMERGER.
TILT adds a planar surface grid with specified edge gradients to an input grid.
TMERGER smoothly merge two grids after correcting for level shifts. See alternate program JMERGER; also see BfflARM, COMPGRD, JMRG, GMERGE, MAGMRG.
GRID RESAMPLING/PLUGGING/TRANSFORMING DECIMATE resamples a grid at integer intervals.
MEDIPLUG recursively plug holes in a grid using the median of adjacent values. See MEGAPLUG, PLUGGRID.
MEDIPLG1 add a one-grid-cell hull around holes on a grid using the median of adjacent values. See MEDIPLUG, PLUG1.
MEGAPLUG extrapolate data over no-data areas in grids. Restricted to moderate size grids; see unrestricted alternative PLUGGRID.
PLUG1 plug single-cell holes in a grid using the median of adjacent cells.
PLUGGRID regrid to plug holes or add hulls (batch file). Unrestricted alternative to MEGAPLUG.
PRJGRD geographic forward projection of data in lat/lon grid form using cubic splines (Polyconic, UTM, Lambert, Mercator, or Albers projections are available).
REGRID
interpolate 2D grid at a specified increment using cubic splines or linear interpolation.
REPLICAT enlarge grid by replicating grid cells.
ROTATE rotate a grid about a specified point and output an XYZ file. See also TRANSPOSE, UTILITY.
TRANSPOS transposes rows and columns of a grid, rotate 90 degrees, or reverse columns.
UTILITY operations on a grid: extract, subgrid, list, rotate, transpose, change header, edit and convert to xyz file.
GRID EDITING/TRIMMING/RESCALING ADDGRD performs point-by-point arithmetic operations (+,-,*/, mask) between two grids of equal size.
COMBGR insert dvals into a master grid at locations corresponding to non-dvals in a secondary grid.
DVAL converts a data range to DVALs.
EMPTY makes a grid of all dvals, primarily for use with JMRG.
JIGSAW trims boundaries of the data area in a grid to a specified polygon (uses a command file). SCALE scales one grid to another by least squares. SKIM replaces grid values above and(or) below given levels with assigned max, min values.
STDBNDY find crests in a grid and write them to an output grid.
TRIMGRD trims no-data (dval) borders of a grid.
UPPER combines 2 grids as MAX[gridl, grid2+constant] (batch file).
GRID COMPLEX ATTRIBUTES & DERIVATIVES
[ANALYTIC] generate a 3-D analytic signal amplitude grid from vertical and horizontal derivative grids.
[ANALYTI2] generate an alternate 3-D analytic signal amplitude grid from vertical and horizontal derivative grids.
AS generate the 3-D analytic signal amplitude and derivative grids (batch file).
AS2 generate the alternate 3-D analytic signal amplitude and derivative grids (batch file).
ASPRP generate 3-D analytic signal amplitude and derivatives of a prepped grid (batch file).
CK_DIMS
Suggests values for new row and column dimensions that will not be changed internally by program FFTFIL.
[GRADCOMP] computes filtered horizontal derivative and horizontal gradient magnitude grids using the gradient-component method of Thurston and Brown (1994) .
GRADIENT uses first differences to generate a grid containing the magnitude of the horizontal gradient. Use in preparation for HDEP or BOUNDARY. See alternate GRADXYH.
GRADXYH uses splines to compute x(east)-and y(north)-derivative grids, and a horizontal gradent magnitude grid (batch file). Use in preparation for HDEP or BOUNDARY. See alternate GRADIENT.
HGRAD calculate horizontal gradient magnitude from x-and y-derivative grids.
IGRFPT components of the geomagnetic reference field at a specified location and date.
LOCAL computes local phase, amplitude, and wavenumber of the first vertical integral of the (plugged) input grid (batch file).
PHASE computes local phase from first horizontal and vertical derivatives.
RTVD reduction to vertical dip (batch file).
TERRACE batch program to terrace grids by Cordell-McCafferty method, augmented by Phillips.
GRID CONTACTS & PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
ASDEP crude depth estimates from a 3-D analytic signal grid of magnetic anomaly data. Requires an analytic signal grid generated by AS. Results can be plotted using PLOTDEP or converted into IMVIS vector overlays using DEP2RAW and REORDER. See also HDEP, LOCDEP.
BOUNDARY automatically performs horizontal-gradient method of Cordell and Grauch to find physical-property boundaries. See CK_DIMS.
[CK_DIMS] Suggests values for augmented row and column dimensions in preparation for Fourier transform calculation. May be used prior to BOUNDARY or PREP.
FGRAV refine prepped density grid for a horizontal layer (batch file).
FMAG refine prepped magnetization grid for a horizontal layer (batch file).
HDEP generate depth estimates and strike information from horizontal gradient magnitude grids of reduced-to-pole magnetics or pseudomagnetics (for minimum source depths), or gravity or pseudogravity (for maximum source depths). Requires an HGM grid generated by GRADXYH or GRADIENT. Results can be plotted using PLOTDEP or converted into IMVIS vector overlays using DEP2RAW and REORDER. See also ASDEP, LOCDEP.
[IGRFPT] components of the geomagnetic reference field at a specified location and date. 
GI4
experimental 3D gravity inversion program using a windowed version of GI3, for larger grids.
GRAVPOLY 3D forward gravity modeling using Talwani method, modified to allow for exact formula and to invert for density (uses a command file).
MAGPOLY 3D forward magnetic modeling using Talwani method, modified to allow for exact formula and to invert for magnetization (uses a command file). EXTRACT rectangular subset from data in xyz or post format.
G2MINCMD generate a MINC command file consistant with a specified grid.
GRAFEDIT interactive graphic editing of xyz and post data sets by inspection of provisional grid.
GENPROJ forward and inverse projection of post and xyz files.
MINC creates 2D grid from randomly spaced data using minimum curvature (uses a command file).
P2GRD
generate a grid from a point data file (batch file). Uses GENPROJ, P2MINCND, and MINC.
P2MINCMD generate a MINC command file consistant with a specified point data file.
PRJPT geographic projection of one input latitude, longitude coordinate at a time.
READPTS list a point data file to the screen. [G2XYZ] converts grid points to an xyz file (part of the MAD suite of programs).
G_SCREEN average close-together gravity stations.
P2A
converts binary post file to free-form ascii, thus preserving machine accuracy. More accurate than POS2A. See A2P.
P2GRD
generate a grid from a point data file (batch file). Uses GENPROJ, P2MINCND,andMINC.
P2XYZ
converts post file to binary xyz file (part of the MAD suite of programs).
PHIST prints a histogram of values in a post file (part of the MAD suite of programs). COMBXYZ concatenates xyz files.
EXTRACT rectangular subset from data in xyz or post format. GEOCON R.E. Godson's projection, gridding, contouring, shading package (uses command files).
G2XYZ
converts grid points to an xyz file (part of the MAD suite of programs).
P2GRD
P2XYZ
[PROX2XYZ] PROFILEX coordinate file to binary xyz file.
READPTS list a point data file to the screen.
ROW2XYZ converts a binary profile in one-row-grid format to an xyz file. PROFGRD extract a binary profile from a grid using spline interpolation (uses a command file). See also PROFILEX and SF2PROF.
PROFILEX extract a S AKI-format profile from a contoured grid using either a mouse or a coordinate file.
PROFPLOT plot a binary profile.
PROFSPEC plots spectrum of FFT coefficients output from PROFFT. See also PROFFT, PROFFILT, PROF2SAK converts binary profiles of potential field data and (optional) elevation data into a SAKI-format ascii profile.
ROW2XYZ convert a binary profile to ascii x,y,f(x), where y is a dummy value.
SAK2PROF converts a SAKI-format ascii profile into a binary profile for input to PROFFT (PREP2) or WERNER. SAKI semi-automatic 2.5D gravity and magnetic modeling using generalized inversion and graphics (uses a commaRd file).
SF2PROF
extract a SAKI-format profile from anomaly and elevation grids using bilinear interpolation. See also PROFILEX, PROFGRD. SPLINE use spline interpolation to make a SAKI-format profile equispaced.
SPLI2ROW use spline interpolation to convert a non-equispaced ascii x,y,f(x) file to an equispaced binary profile. The y-values are ignored. See also XYZ2ROW.
TERRACE 1 terrace a binary profile.
WERNER automatic depth-to-magnetic-source on binary profiles by Werner deconvolution (uses a command file). See also PDEPTH.
XYZ2ROW convert an ascii x,y,f(x) file (assumed equispaced) to a binary profile. The y-values are ignored. See also SPLI2ROW.
MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAMS
[BROWSE] text and PDS image browser.
EDIT edit a file using the DOS editor.
FORC batch file to compile and link a simple fortran program.
GREDUC reduction of gravity field measurements. Requires file GMETER.DAT.
GREP find files containing a specified word (batch file). Generates file GREP.LOG.
[GSMENU] menu-based program or text access. See PFMENU.
HAMMER compute Hammer-zone terrain corrections for gravity data.
MEM DOS command to display available memory.
MTYPE type an ascii file one page at a time.
PFHELP help file viewer for the potential-field software package; based on BROWSE.
